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Prospecting for racing gold demands strength

and endurance to see you through to the mother
lode. Honda's dirt-digging CRs have made their
name tearing through hills and berms in a never-
ending quest for that precious yellow metal.

While the CR.500R keeps up the charge through
the field with the same powerful liquid-cooled
491.4cm3 engine dominating the open class, the
CR250R and CR125R receive a host of changes
that realise stronger, more manageable power
deliveries to keep the competition atbay. This
year, the biggest changes in engine design come
to the CR125R. After nearly 10 years of leading
the class with its Honda Power Port (HPP) exhaust
valve configuration, the CR125R receives a

specially developed RC valve with a rotary flap
design that yields more precise control throughout
the powerband for stronger, more useful power
delivery and smoother transitions between low
and midrange engine speeds.

The aggressive CR250R retains its responsive
CRV rotary flap exhaust valve design, but with
modifications that achieve a smoother, easier-
to-use low-to-midrange power delivery.
Its exhaust valve was reshaped with
longer sides that more closely
conform to the shape of the
exhaust port for reduced
internal turbulence, and its
exhaust sub-valve timing
was raised slightly to
further minimise any step

in low-to-midrange torque
output for a smoother,
more controlled power
delivery, as well as sharper
exhaust and stronger
acceleration.

Good breathing is another critical factor in
performance, and the new CR125R takes the
lead with a new 36mm Mikuni TMX flat-slide
carburettor, which closely matches its new RC
valve's performance to gain a stronger and
smoother mid-to-high-end power delivery. Both
the 125R and250R also receive Iarger aircleaners
positioned closer to the carburettors to quicken

response while improving torque output and low-
rpm drivability. The CR250R also features a new
carburettor insulator with an inside step that
conforms with the shape of the carb neck to
provides a smoother flow of air from carburettor to
insulator to port for stronger response. Changes at

the other end of the performance equation include
a modified expansion chamber for the CR125R to
match its new RC valve, and a beefed r.tp clutch
that responds to the engine's stronger torque
output with an added 8th plate. To keep things
running cool when the racing gets hot, the new
CR125R and 250R join the others in mounting
compact new dual aluminium radiators that
feature larger combined surf ace areas for
improved cooling efficiency. Finally, even the
CR250R's kickstart lever was made slimmer for
lighter weight and easier operation.

Cloim Jumping
While it takes muscle to charge those hills,
it also takes strong bodies and limber legs

,h to carcy home the prtze. That's why
Honda's mighty CR's are built to get
you in and out of the rough stuff with

an unbeatable combination of strength
and resilience. The big CR500R covers the

field with a slim and rigid semi-double-cradle
steel tube frame that gives it an optimum

balance of rigidity and handling precision for
the big job of open-class racing. The CR125R

and CR250R take a slightly different approach
to the same goal with innovative aluminium

dual-spar frames to carry the load.
Always on the cutting edge of racing technology,

the CR125R and 250R both receive all-new frame
designs that optimise their balance of rigidity and
strength for lighter, easier handling and sharper
cornering capability. Changes include a new semi-
double-cradle configuration that incorporates a

massive 45 x 50mm dual-box-section centre
downtube and sturdy box-section lower rails that
suffound the engine in a stressed member configur-

'ation, new forged aluminium steering heads and a

slimmer design for easier manoeuvring in the heat
of battle. The frame's main spars were reduced in
height from 90mm to 80mm to further maximise

its balance of rigidity, while the apex of their down-
ward bend was moved lower and farther forward
to realise more compact dimensions and a more
ideal positioning for the larger-volume aircleaner.

Strength in a frame is certainly important, but
you aren' t going to conquer any territory without
good legs, and that's where the CRs' championship
suspension componentry takes over. Up front, alI
the bikes in the CR lineup sport massive, long-
travel inverted forks to soak up the bumps and the
jumps while providing confident, precise steering
control. The big outer tubes of the CR125R feature
a special honing process that helps retain a thin
coat of oil for smoother operation. Its unique
cartndge-type design uses an innovative rubber
bladder at the base of each tube to keep the fork
and damper oil separated, and eliminate aeration-
caused losses in damping force. Both the 125R
and 250R also mount new upper and lower triple-
clamps for increased manoeuvrability.

A heavy-duty rear suspension is also a must
for getting the jump on the competition,
and both the CR125R and 250R
feature all-new aluminium
swingarms that have been
specially tapered in
both axes and joined to
alarger cast aluminium
cross-member to realise a

big 25Vo rncrease in overall
rigidity. The Pro-Link
systems on both
bikes were also
changed
slightly for
an optimal
balance of
front and rear
suspensron
characteristics
that results in a

progressive ride, as

well as a 1009 weight loss
in the linkage alone. " "'' '.''.11,,,1.,sbv ervrrv. , 
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Wheels and brakes weren't overlooked either,

from 20mm to 25mm to better stand up to the
shocks of hard landings. Up front, braking duties
are ably handled by a new, more compact dual-
piston calliper disc brake that helps realise a

significant reduction in unsprung weight.
In the ergonomics department, the CR125R's

new rubber-mounted handlebar stays are offset by
3mm, and can be reversed to gain 6mm of forward
offset. The stays can also be replaced with the
centred pieces used on the CR250R to provide
three positions of forward hearward adjustability.
Of course, the same range of adjustability is also
possible on the CR250R. Gmm

Styling is another area
where Honda's golden CRs
shine, and the new CR125R
and 250R feature radical new
bodywork that compliments
their trick aluminium frames
with a sleek, aggressive
flush-surface form, bright

new Explosion Red shrouds, seats and fenders,
and an eye-catching new CR logo design.
Finally, to keep your 'Midas Touch' in fine

forrn every race day, the three taller CR's feature
a complete assortment of replacement parts that
includes pistons, rings, gasket set, and much,
much more (ED and U types only).

Reversible handlebar stays

and the rear wheel's axle diameter was increased



Little Gold Diggers
Top CR Series performance doesn't leave the little ones

behind, either. Honda's winning CR80R twins give younger
riders a grab at the gold on a par with their older brothers.
Beneath their sharp, aggressive pro motocrosser looks, both
the standard CR80R and taller CR80R2 are powered by small
but dynamic 79.4cm3 liquid-cooled two-stroke engines that
deliver a strong shot of power and torque to grab the holeshot
and stay in the lead, yet with linear, easy-to-use powerbands
that help beginners learn to ride
and race with confidence. The
engine' s NiCaSil*-plated cylinder
walls reduce friction, increase
cooling efficiency and sharpen
acceleration, while its hot-firing,
maintenance-free CDI ensures
quick starts and sharp response
throughout the rev range. All this
performance gets to the ground by

way of
a light-pull clutch and a slick-
shifting 6-speed transmission that
that combine to deli-ver faster,
smoother shifts to leap out of
corners ahead of the pack.

Handling is another aspect of the two CR80's that makes
winning easy. Built on rigid tubular steel frames, both
machines are designed especially for younger riders to give
them an unbeatable combination of high-flying handling and
confident control. Their massle 37mm inverted cartridge-
type front forks look just like the champions, while delivering
smooth, progressive action to tear around the tracks with
confidence and ease. At the rear, Honda's progressive, long-
travel Pro-Link system soaks up the bumps and jumps to

enhance control when the going
gets rough. And when slowing
down fast is the number one
priority, lightweight and powerful
single-piston calliper disk brakes
front and rear deliver all the
stopping power a young rider
will ever needs.

All in all, the CR80R and
longer-legged CR80R2 not only

like champions, they deliver all
the world-beating performance
younger riders need to prospect
for a taste of motocross gold and

glory all their own.

All phofos : CRI25R
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st.rongef torque and improved maintenancejree Capacitor Discharge ignition (CDl)

o Compact front and rear disk brakes feature single-piston
callipers and sintered metal pads {or light weight and
strong performance
a CR80R2 features 30mm longer swingarm to match
larger wheel sizes (1 9" Front; 16" Rear)

LOOKS & DETAILS
o Eye-catching new Explosion Red shrouds, seat and:r' l: llll ..:
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s/s

:r:a,ndlslinirn€t:overallttpaopQttio!rs. (C R250R same)

rrrr.r.:r:rrrabid.surfac e area And'7 .Sp/irihCreas'e in heat dissipation for work to realise 1 0 - 1 5m m narrower widlh in seal and

reduces ungprung weight by 80 grams- (CB125R same) aStronger, larger-diameter rearaxle and bearings better
o Rubber-mounted handlebar stays can be switched with resist the shocks of high jump landings (CR250R same)
CR125R stays for 3mm of forward or rearward adjustment o New rubber-mounted handlebars feature reversible stays
o All bodywork pieces redesigned for a sleeker, slimmer offering a 6mm forward shift in position Can be replaced
andmoreaggressiveflush-surfacetorm (CR125Rsame) withcentredpiecesonCR250Rfora3mmintermediate

change in offset

area oSlick-shifting6-speedtransmission

cHASS|S
a Rugged steel semi-double-cradle frame designed for

me optimal balance of rigidity, strength and con{ident control
o Stout 37mm inverted cartridge-type fork looks and

race operates like the pro bikes Offers 24-step compression
and stepless rebound damping adjustment, and 275mm

cdy- of axle travel.
o Responsive Delta-Link Pro-Link rear suspension features
optimised ratio and operation to match frame construction

se and geometry, delivering same conlident feel as the bigger
Ltion bikes



Aluminium rim/wire spoke

7OtlOO-17 4oM (-701100-19 42M)

Bear 90/100-14 49M (.90/100-16 52rvl)

Suspension Front 37mm inverted leading-axle telescopic lork with

adjustable compression/rebound damping,
275mm cushion stroke

Rear Pro-Link with adjustable compression/rebound

damping, 275mm (-292mm) axle travel

220mm hydraulic disc with single-piston calliper

and sintered metal pads

Rear 190mm hydraulic disc with single-piston calliper

and sintered metal pads

Dry Weight 6skg (.67k9)

Front

EIONTDA

RIDE LIKE A CHAMPION
.CR series machines are designed lor closed-circuit competition by experienced
riders only. oRead your owner's manual thoroughly..Keep yoursell and your
machine in good condition. owear proteclive clothing, a helmet, eye protection,
boots, and gloves oNEVEB carry passengers..NEVER ride alter drinking alcohol.
.Take it easy and don't overextend yourself.
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